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Argano’s Demand Signal Tune Up Pack is a comprehensive package designed to 
optimize the statistical forecasting capability of your SAP Integrated Business 
Planning (IBP) system. This package includes advanced tools and techniques to 
improve your demand signal accuracy, as well as the ability to harness external 
data and artificial intelligence to fine-tune your forecasts. 
With this package, you can increase forecast accuracy, reduce forecasting errors, 
and minimize up-front data cleansing efforts. Let Argano’s team of experts help 
you enhance your solution to power your high-performance business. 

SAP IBP Demand Signal Tune 
Up Pack

Get started today! Optimize your SAP 
solution to drive greater efficiencies 
and improved performance. Contact 
us at sap@argano.com to learn more 
about our SAP Integrated Business 
Planning Demand Signal Tune Up Pack!

Refine your IBP solution for high-performance 
operations

Benefits:

• Achieve greater forecast 
accuracy and more precise 
demand planning and inventory 
management with advanced 
statistical forecasting algorithms

• Leverage AI through native IBP 
algorithms or extensions with BTP 
to further improve forecasts

• Gain comprehensive view of your 
business environment through 
the incorporation of external data 
sources into your forecasting 
model

• Reduce day-to-day manual 
interventions with enhanced 
automation and reduced data 
cleansing efforts

Find us on LinkedIn: Argano 4 SAP

External Demand Signals Artificial Intelligence

Power your statistical forecasts 
with Point-of-Sale, Sales Price, 
Economic Factors, and other 
external data to harness your 
business’ existing intelligence.

Explore and enable machine 
learning with native IBP 
algorithms or extension with 
Business Technology Platform. 

Stat Forecast Tuning

Explore Stat Forecast Aggregation 
Levels and Disaggregation Logic 
combinations to unlock a sharper 
stat forecast. Forecast Automation 
& Stat Model Selection Review for 
improved Stat Forecast Accuracy.

Sales History Cleansing

Review of sales order history logic 
to capture intended customer 
orders and minimize up front 
cleaning. Utilize exception-based 
logic to determine cleaning 
opportunities automatically.

https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/argano4sap
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